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  IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

WESTERN DIVISION 
 
 LITTLE ROCK SCHOOL DISTRICT          PLAINTIFF 

v. 

PULASKI COUNTY SPECIAL  
SCHOOOL DISTRICT, ET AL.                  DEFENDANT 

MRS. LORENE JOSHUA, ET AL.             INTERVENORS 

KATHERINE WRIGHT KNIGHT, ET AL.                        INTERVENORS 

   

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION 
BY JOSHUA INTERVENORS TO MOTION FOR ORDER  

 
 The Arkansas Department of Education (ADE), the Arkansas State Board of Education 

and the State of Arkansas are the moving parties seeking the advisory opinion from the court 

regarding the conflicts of interest which those entities have either created or allowed.1  In reality, 

the State’s Motion implies that its takeover need not be submitted to the court for approval.  

Joshua opposes the takeover and requests an evidentiary hearing regarding the propriety of the 

State’s action. 

In their collective brief, the State defendants present evidence and explanation in 

justification of their decision to remove the individual members of the defendant Pulaski County 

Special School District No. 1 Board of Directors and Superintendent Dr. Charles Hopson.  The 

representative party is the Commissioner of Education, Dr. Tom Kimbrell.  The evidence upon 

which his request is made is reflected in Exhibit A, “a partial transcript” of a May 16, 2011 State 
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����See Joshua Exhibit 1.�
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Board of Education meeting.  Joshua discerns the facts presented by that transcript to be as 

follows: 

1.  On March 30, 2011, the ADE administratively notified the PCSSD that it was 

 identified as being in fiscal distress.   

2.  On May 11, 2011, the Arkansas State Board of Education heard PCSSD’s appeal 

 from the administrative decision and on that date “denied PCSSD’s appeal and classified the 

district as in fiscal distress.” 

As additional reasons, the State’s Motion indicates the following alleged facts: 

1.    On June 10, 2011, the Arkansas Legislative Joint Auditing committee identified 

 concerns regarding financial management of the district.         

2.  The PCSSD Board of Directors is experiencing a number of problems which erode 

 their fiscal needs of the district and the public’s confidence in decision making ability. 

3.    The ADE determined that the situation in PCSSD’s administration cannot be allowed 

 to continue.   

4.    The takeover is made for the purpose of restoring the public’s confidence in the 

 district.  

5.  The Commissioner appointed former PCSSD Superintendent Bobby Lester to 

 manage the district.  

6.  The State’s takeover requires that PCSSD litigation be directed by the State even 

though it presents a conflict of interest with respect to the current litigation before this court and 

the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals. 

 The conclusory reasons cited by the State, taken either alone or together, do not justify 

this court’s approval of the State’s extreme action in dismissing named parties from this 
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litigation.  Those named parties may only be removed by substitution or dismissal by this court.  

Each of them has responsibilities under Plan 2000.  Moreover, the State has no specific 

responsibility under Plan 2000.     

In support of court intervention regarding State takeover, the State cites Brown v Board 

 of Education, 349 U.S. 294,300 (1955) for the undisputed proposition: 

 “in fashioning and effectuating school desegregation decrees federal 
 courts are guided by equitable principles … characterized by a practical 
 flexibility in shaping its remedies and by a facility for adjusting and  
 reconciling public and private needs.” 

 
Brown supports the Joshua position.  The equities do not favor the State in this case. 
  
 This court will be well advised to follow Brown’s admonition regarding practical 

flexibility by restoring the PCSSD Board and Superintendent Dr. Charles Hopson as parties 

while it considers pending motions and briefs.  It is a principle of equity that federal court 

decrees trump state action such as that asserted by Dr. Kimbrell. See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 

1 (1958).   In this case, Joshua submits that there is no compelling reason for one of the 

discriminators, the State of Arkansas, to change the alignment of parties and take over the 

responsibilities of some of the parties without court approval.  Such a path only further confuses 

the situation��

� � � � � � �I.      
The State takeover of the PCSSD and the removal of  
Dr. Charles Hopson as Superintendent violate the  
1989 Settlement Agreement.   

 
  The 1989 Settlement Agreement provides that PCSSD is a “sovereign desegregating 

school [school] operating pursuant to court orders and agreements and that this agreement is both 

necessary and desirable to facilitate their desegregation activities…”  See Section J, Recognition 

of Autonomy.    
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There is precedent for determining the identities of the parties in this case.  In 2003, 

under state law, the State Board of Education voted to allow the citizens of Jacksonville, 

Arkansas, to decide in an election whether the Jacksonville section of the PCSSD should be 

detached.   Joshua opposed the detachment.   After a hearing, the court disallowed the 

detachment.  See Docket No. 3792 and Joshua Exhibit 2, Tr. dated 8/18/2003.  The Court told 

the State Board that “they cannot use state statutes as a shield to avoid complying with all Court 

orders and contractual agreements that govern and control the desegregation obligations of the 

parties in this case.”  Joshua Exhibit 2, Tr. 8//18/2003, p. 59.   In addition, the Court stated, “it’s 

the effect and impact rather than the intent which is the critical inquiry under the circumstances.” 

Joshua Exhibit 2, Tr. 8/18/2003, p. 59.   Ruling from the bench, the Court held that the proposed 

separate Jacksonville district was in violation of the 1989 Settlement agreement and Eighth 

Circuit precedent in LRSD v. PCSSD, 805 F.2d 815 (8th Cir. 1986) and LRSD v. PCSSD, 778 

F.2d 404 (8th Cir. 1985).   The court disallowed the detachment and directed the State Board to 

rescind its vote authorizing the local election.  See Dkt. No. 3792 and Tr. 8/18/2003, p. 65-66. 

Joshua attaches as Exhibit 3 portions of the LRSD brief in support of its Motion to 

Enforce the Settlement Agreement in order to show that similar issues involving the State’s 

unilateral action in seeking to modify the settlement agreement have been rejected by this court.       

The situation here is analogous.  The removal of the Board and Superintendent pursuant 

to state law requires federal court approval. Importantly, the State did not seek permission to take 

over the PCSSD.  Mr. Sam Jones would make the same argument were he not conflicted and 

otherwise precluded from doing so.   The state does not cite any authority where it may act 

independently of this court’s approval to remove a party from this case. Nor has the State moved 

to substitute itself for the PCSSD.  The State has thus disrespected the court and the parties.  The 
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court had parties that it could hold responsible for implementation of its orders.  The court now 

has to enter a sua sponte substitution of parties in order for its obligations to be enforced.   

Surely, the state can cite some authority for the radical action that it has taken other than that 

state law permits it.  As stated earlier, state law permitted a [local vote] on a separate 

Jacksonville district; however, the court declined to allow such process without its approval and 

without a substantial evidentiary basis.   

   II.  
The State’s action may constitute a new violation 
and impose additional burdens of implementation  
upon the State of Arkansas. 

 
  The brief of the State does not make the case for ADE takeover and removal of the 

Superintendent.  The brief says that there are several fiscal conditions which implicate the 

current Superintendent which have not been corrected.  Joshua would show at an evidentiary 

hearing that the Superintendent held that responsibility for less than a year.  Joshua would also 

show that PCSSD was no different from LRSD, NLRSD or many other districts which have 

experienced fiscal deficiencies but were not placed on fiscal distress; the Superintendent violated 

no directive from the ADE nor did the Board; the fiscal distress status imposed by the State 

Board of Education was just entered on May 16, 2011; and the Superintendent and PCSSD 

Board had less than one month to effectively address the asserted fiscal distress.  Were Joshua, or 

PCSSD if it had a lawyer, able to present evidence it would be established that no takeover by 

the State ever came so quickly and with so little proof of failure of compliance over so short of a 

period of time.  This would establish that the State is being punitive and retaliatory to PCSSD 

and Dr. Hopson.  See Settlement Agreement dated September 28, 1989, Section L, p. 10.  Joshua 

would also be able to show that Dr. Hopson had no opportunity to address any deficiency which 

directly implicated him and that the guilt of Dr. Hopson is that he is an African American with a 
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firmly stated commitment to follow the court approved plan of desegregation and otherwise 

remedy inequities and inequalities addressed by Judge Miller.  

Moreover, were Joshua able to present evidence, Joshua would demonstrate that the 

Board divisions are normal and expected where race and union issues are present and often 

collide. The Joshua evidence would be that at least two white Board members, recently elected 

with union support, sought to diminish, counter and negate the efforts by the Superintendent to 

ensure that teachers were properly sensitized, challenged and motivated to teach, discipline and 

otherwise equally treat lower achieving, mostly African American school children in quality 

facilities comparable to those in the well to do areas of the PCSSD.  This evidence constitutes the 

State siding with the public opponents to desegregation and Plan 2000, who are the PCCSD 

Board and the legislative and executive branches of state government.   

      III. 
The rationale of the State is that it was compelled to act 
because of public opposition to the operation of the PCSSD and 
Superintendent.    
 

   By saying that the “ADE must act to restore the public’s confidence in the third largest 

school district in the State,” the State is yielding to and embracing the public viewpoints of the 

Board’s two white minority members and the Joint Legislative Audit committee members who 

were vocal regarding what they heard or read about Dr. Hopson’s initiatives and about 

differences among PCSSD school board members.  This state of public debate is no different 

from the position the State actors took in 1958 when Governor Faubus closed the schools of 

Little Rock in order to allow a cooling off period of two and one-half years.  What Dr. Kimbrell 

determined was that a cooling off period of two years and a new superintendent would relieve 

the situation.  He acted under A.C.A. 	� 6-20-1908.  He used state law in an attempt to trump 

federal law.  He also removed an African American superintendent committed to this court’s 
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order and replaced him with a white superintendent found lacking by both Judge Miller and 

Judge Susan Webber Wright.  Dr. Kimbrell’s action amounts to seeking a postponement of 

desegregation and prioritizing fiscal management ahead of desegregation plan implementation.  

For two years issues regarding fiscal distress will supersede the requirements of the federal court 

decree if this court allows the State’s rationale to prevail.  In Cooper v. Aaron, where Little Rock 

sought a two year postponement of desegregation, the Supreme Court stated as follows: 

“their position in essence was that because of extreme public    
hostility…engendered largely by the official attitudes and actions 
of the Governor and the Legislature, the maintenance of a sound  
educational program at Central High School, with the Negro students in 
attendance would be impossible.” 358 U.S. 13. 

     
    *******  
 
 “the constitutional rights of respondents are not to be sacrificed to the  

….disorder which … followed upon the actions of the Governor and  
Legislature.  358 U.S. 15.   

     
    *******  
 
 “the constitutional rights of children not to be discriminated against on  

the grounds of race or color …can neither be nullified openly or directly 
by state legislators or state executive or judicial officers nor nullified  
indirectly by them through evasive schemes for segregation whether  
attempted ingeniously or ingenuously.”   358 U.S. 16  
 
   ******* 

The law is clear.  Public opposition to desegregation as reflected by legislators’ 

comments, two school board members’ arguments against desegregation equity, and statements 

reflecting joy at the discontinuation of funding for programs intended to benefit African 

American children’s education, is the same as opponents of desegregation standing in the school 

house door to prevent nine African American children from enrolling in Central High school.  If 

there is any court case that is still good law from the Brown era, it is the Little Rock case itself 

which stands for the proposition that public opposition, whether by the Governor, legislators, the 
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State Board of Education, private citizens or a combination of them acting in concert may not be 

used as a reason or excuse, to delay or deny enjoyment of constitutional rights of minority 

citizens.  In many respects, the situation is déjà vu.   

    CONCLUSION  

  Joshua respectfully submits that the request by the State of Arkansas to approve its 

takeover of PCSSD and to establish a protocol for litigation should be denied.  If the State wishes 

to proceed on its announced course, it should first petition the Court for approval just as any 

other party would do on any important issue arising out of the Settlement Agreement.  At that 

point, the issues may then be addressed factually and by argument and a record can be developed 

for purposes of appeal.  There is no other way to address this matter than by denying the State’s 

motion pending further appropriate and respectable pleadings and proceedings.   

     Respectfully submitted, 

     /s/ John W. Walker  

 JOHN W. WALKER, P.A. 
 1723 Broadway  
 Little Rock, Arkansas 72206 
 501-374-3758 
 501-374-4187 (facsimile) 
 Email: johnwalkeratty@aol.com  
 
 Robert Pressman 
 22 Locust Avenue  
 Lexington, MA   02421 
 
 Austin Porter  
 PORTER LAW FIRM  
 323 Center Street 
 Little Rock, Arkansas   72201 
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    CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE   
 

I do hereby state a copy of the foregoing Opposition has been filed utilizing the CM/ECF 
system wherein a copy will be automatically served on all counsel of the record on this 29th day 
of June, 2011.  
 
 
      /s/ John W. Walker   

    
�
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